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Dear ExA

I am sending this again, and also copying both the applicant and NGET, as both their recent responses to yourselves would suggest that neither has seen it, even though it is logged on your site.

The applicant claims there is insufficient time!  I have identified all the "offending" sections and given reasons for the necessary revision.  If they are really pushed for resource, I can do it for them.

NGET claim that other than the connection agreement being terminated, all other aspects remain valid.  This is somewhat at odds with the mail from Heflin Jones (attached).  A new connection would have to start all over again, taking
several years, and therefore any mention of overhead transmission is irrelevant at best.

Any applicant, who claimed to want a good relationship with the local community, would know that this issue really matters to the public on Anglesey.  I consider the cavalier attitude and disrespect of yourselves and the process ominous,
should consent be granted.

Keep up the good work - it's nearly over! LOL

Jonathan

Sent from my iPad

mailto:WylfaEnquiries@Horizonnuclearpower.com
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Begin forwarded message:

From: Jonathan Dean
Date: 6 March 2019 at 10:18:34 GMT
To: Wylfa Newydd <Wylfa@pins.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: PMO <PMO@ynysmon.gov.uk>
Subject: EN010007-003088-18

I would like to thank the Examining Authority (ExA) for drawing my attention to the Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) between Horizon and NGET

I have the following issues:

At s1.2.2 "The purpose of the SoCG is to set out agreed factual information about the application for development consent made by Horizon for the construction and operation of a new nuclear power
station at the Wylfa Newydd Development Area"

As NGET have now withdrawn their DCO application, elements of the document are no longer factual.  They may have been when it was first drafted, but not since the confirmed withdrawal of the DCO.

At s1.2.3 "National Grid is promoting a second 400kV connection between the Wylfa and Pentir substations."

This is no longer true.  I fully accept that should the Wylfa Newydd project gain new life then reinforcement of the network may be required.  It is not true that NGET are "promoting a second 400kV
connection" as they have withdrawn their DCO.  This section requires revision.

My concern with this remaining in the document is that should the Horizon DCO be accepted, this would "lock in" the need for a second 400kV OHL connection.  I would request the ExA obtain a statement
from both Horizon and NGET, that they both agree that until NGET submit a (new) DCO application, and that this examined and approved by the proper process, there should be no confirmed solution for
the grid connection.  Obviously there can be a working assumption, but there should be no confirmed solution.

At s1.4.3 "NGET and Horizon entered into a Bilateral Connection Agreement and a Construction Agreement on 23 December 2008 (Reference A/NP/08/1- 96EN(3)), together referred to as the ‘Wylfa
Connection Agreements’. These agreements set out the works that will be required to connect the Power Station to the national electricity transmission system (NETS)."

Document ref A/NP/08/1- 96EN(3) does not appear to be in either the Horizon or NGET DCO document libraries.  I would appreciate the ExA request a copy of this is placed on the public record.

In their letter to the NGET ExA of February 20th, NGET state "Horizon Nuclear Power has terminated the contract to build a new grid connection for Wylfa Newydd. The North Wales Connection Project
was designed to deliver this obligation. Now that the contract has been brought to an end National Grid’s application must be withdrawn."

I would appreciate confirmation that document ref A/NP/08/1- 96EN(3) is the contract referred to in this letter

At s1.5.1 "The existing overhead line between Wylfa and the mainland is not sufficient to meet the security and quality requirements for the additional electricity which will be transmitted."

This statement may have been true at the time the SoCG was first drafted, but we have no way of knowing if this will still be true when (should) Wylfa Newydd go ahead, as it will depend on conditions in
future editions of the NETS SQSS.  Maintaining this statement in the document again "locks in" the recently withdrawn NGET proposal.

At s1.5.1 "National Grid has identified the need to provide a new 400kV double circuit transmission line between the existing substation at Wylfa in Anglesey and the substation at Pentir in Gwynedd"

This is no longer true.  With the withdrawal of the NGET DCO there is currently is no proposal for reinforcement of the network.  This section requires revision.

At s1.5.3 "An onshore connection was identified by NGET as the preferred technology to connect the Wylfa Newydd Project; comprising a route through Anglesey and North Gwynedd made up of pylons
and a tunnel underneath the Menai Strait"

This was true while the NGET DCO was subject to examination, but is no longer true.  There is currently no identified technology or proposal.  This section requires revision.

At s1.5.4 "Horizon supports the NGET onshore reinforcement, comprising a double circuit overhead line between Wylfa substation and Pentir Substation, as their preferred means of enabling the export of
power from Wylfa Newydd."

This cannot and/or should not be true.  There is currently no proposed reinforcement.  Horizon should not express an opinion on the technology.  Horizon have no statutory control over the
technology.  This section requires revision.

At s1.5.5 "NGET submitted its NWC application for a DCO to the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (‘BEIS’) on 7 September 2018, the application was accepted for
examination on 4 October 2018 with examination expected to commence in Q2 2019."

This requires updating to reflect that the NGET DCO was withdrawn on February 20th 2019 and the NGET ExA confirmed that no further examination would take place.  This section requires revision.

At s2.1.1 there is no mention of any consultation that took place that resulted in the Bilateral Connection Agreement and a Construction Agreement on 23 December 2008.  The table should be updated to
reflect this

At s2.1.1."22nd October 2015, Discussed interactions between the Wylfa project and the 400kV overhead line (OHL)."

I note that discussions were ongoing between Horizon and NGET about the 400kV overhead line (OHL) at the same time NGET were consulting the public on subsea and underground connections.

Again, many thanks for drawing my attention to this document and I trust that the suggested edits and amendments can be quickly made.  I am sure you will agree that it would be abuse of the process for
NGET to get their former proposal "locked in" by virtue of it being submitted to the Horizon ExA.

Many thanks
Jonathan 

-- 
Dr Jonathan F Dean

https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/anglesey-says-no-to-pylons
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